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eEnterprise Extended Pricing 

Because no two customers’ pricing is exactly alike 

In many organizations, consumers play a critical role in negotiating and setting 
pricing contracts for the goods and services you provide them. As a result, an easy 
method for setting up and maintaining prices-by-customer, as well as the flexibility 
to offer special promotions and discounts on top of that, may become a mission-
critical process you can’t do without. 
 
eEnterprise Extended Pricing allows you to create customer-specific item pricing and 
rules. Powerful date-sensitivity capabilities allow you to offer special sale and 
promotional prices, with the ability to specify begin and end dates for each pricing 
schema. With these rules in place, you’ll be guaranteed that the eEnterprise sales 
and fulfillment solution, Sales Order Processing, can always find the appropriate price 
to use, ensuring high customer satisfaction and faster fulfillment in less time. 

 

  

  

Using Price Schemes, 
Extended Pricing 
offers special Net, 
Percentage Off, or 
Value off Pricing to 
specific customers or 
groups of customers. 
Combined with date 
ranges and quantity 
break options, 
personalized pricing 
has never been so 
easy. 
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Secure customer contracts with personalized pricing 

Negotiating pricing contracts for goods and services can be the beginning of a long-
lasting business relationship with new customers. Therefore, your salespeople need 
tools that enable them to personalize pricing to meet customer demand and beat the 
competition, all while having the flexibility to altar them easily when needed.  

With Extended Pricing, you can assign personalized pricing for some items, while 
using standard pricing for others. Mix and match as appropriate to create a custom 
price list for each customer. You may agree to set net prices for some items, and 
offer a value or percentage off the base list price for others. Flexibility is built right 
into the system. 

Track sales and promotions with ease 

Extended pricing enables users to easily create sale pricing for one or more items, 
and use the date range functionality to activate new prices when appropriate. 
Furthermore, you have the ability to identify which customers have access to the 
sale prices. And, Extended Pricing even supports ‘buy one get X free’ logic.  

 

 

Coupled with Extended Pricing, Sales Order Processing informs you when the 
customer on the document is a candidate for a promotion. A warning message allows 
you to decide if it’s in the customer’s best interest to take the promotion, or if their 
personalized pricing is the better deal. 
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Increase employee productivity 

Because the price your supplier offers you can fluctuate over time, you need a fast 
and easy way to ensure you continue to profit when you turn around and sell product 
to your clients. Extended Pricing relational pricing capabilities makes these changes 
instant. If you negotiate a “percentage or value off base price” contract with your 
customers, changing your base net prices to reflect fluctuations with your supplier 
will allow your customer pricing to be instantly updated with no additional work 
required. 

Because price agreements are usually good for a finite period of time, you need a 
fast way of creating new price lists to propose to your customers for approval.   Easy 
to use ‘copy’ functionality allows you to create a new customer list based on last 
year’s negotiated prices; present it to the customer for review, make changes, and 
have new prices ready to activate when the new year begins. 

Integration to the eEnterprise Sales Order Processing solution assures you that once 
these setup measures are complete, the correct pricing will always be used on the 
sales document, requiring no manual searching by data entry personnel. The 
Customer ID, Document Date, and Item Number information will drive a search 
through your pricing matrix and propose the final price. Best of all, you can easily 
view how the price was derived, by zooming on Unit Price to the Item Price Inquiry 
window. 

 

 

 

Multiple types of 
discounts may be 
applied to arrive at 
a customer’s final 
item price.  
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A new way of defining pricing in eEnterprise 

Extended Pricing takes the traditional pricing functionality within eEnterprise to a 
new level. Specific palettes (menus), zoom capabilities, and buttons take users to 
appropriate windows for entering and displaying Extended Pricing information, 
offering a fast learning curve and easy visibility to your  pricing matrix.  
 
The rewards of using Extended Pricing will be noticeable immediately; you’ll offer 
better customer service to your clients, improving their satisfaction. You’ll save time, 
by letting eEnterprise do all of the work of calculating the appropriate prices for 
every document line. And, you will keep ahead of the competition, adjusting prices 
easily with little notice whenever you need. 
 
eEnterprise Extended Pricing supports eEnterprise Distribution capabilities which 
include Inventory Control, Sales Order Processing and Purchase Order Processing. 
Together, this becomes a a system that will mirror your unique business pricing 
processes. 
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